FLOOD LED LIGHTS 5.0' LENGTH

EXISTING RETRACTABLE AWNING
TOP OF CORNICE EL. 14'-8"

TOP OF STOREFRONT EL. 11'-6"
EXISTING STOREFRONT
NEW INFILL (OPENABLE BYFOLDING WINDOWS)
FIRST FLOOR EL. 0'-0"

420 OLMA CAVIAR BOUTIQUE & LOUNGE 212-390-0780
NEW SIGN ON EXISTING SIGNBAND

OLMA CAVIAR BOUTIQUE & LOUNGE

EAST 80 TH STREET
27'-4 1/2"
ADJACENT BUILDING

FRONT ELEVATION @ AMSTERDAM AVENUE
SCALE 1/4"=1'-0"

OLMA LOUNGE & BAR EST. 2015

BANNERS (LOGO) SAMPLE ARTISTIC RENDERING

LIGHTING

SCORE OF WORK:
PROPOSED TO REPLACE EXISTING SIGN WITH NEW ON EXISTING SIGNBAND, AS SHOWN, ALSO INSTALL NEW FLOOD LED SPOT LIGHTS FIXTURES, ALSO BANERS INSTALLATION ON EXISTING H.C. RAMP RAILING.
SIDE ELEVATION @ 80TH STREET

SCALE 1/4"=1'-0"

OLMA CAVIAR LOUNGE

NEW INFILL (OPENABLE BYFOLDING WINDOWS)

TOP OF CORNICE
EL. 14'-0"

EXISTING RETRACTABLE AWNING

TOP OF STOREFRONT
EL. 11'-0"

FIRST FLOOR EL. 0'-0"

EXISTING STREET VIEWS